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April — May 2018 

Our Upcoming Productions 

Hi all Kelvin members! 

                                                   Just to remind people, The Jester is the bi-monthly Kelvin Players members’ 

newsletter. We aim to produce a newsletter about the 1st of December, February, April, June, August, 

October, and then December again, and so on, i.e. 6 issues a year. 

About the middle of the month before each edition of The Jester is due to come out, we will put a call in 

The Digest for articles about upcoming and recent shows, photos, submissions, diary dates and things of 

interest for inclusion in The Jester. The Digest will tell you the deadline for articles for the next Jester. Of 

course, if you have something to submit for inclusion in the next issue of The Jester, you can do so at any 

time by emailing it to us at: jester@kelvinplayers.co.uk  

I do urge you to go and see all our great upcoming presentations. Knowledge and a Girl promises to be a 

unique and remarkable experience, and Anne Boleyn is going to be a sumptuous total Kelvin experience 

with opportunities for anyone at all to get involved in some way or other. Nobody could accuse Kelvin of 

being boring or unimaginative! So do get involved, and go and see them all! After all, it’s your club, and I 

never cease to be amazed at the breadth and range of Kelvin’s theatrecraft and adventure. The Artistic 

Programmes Committee do a brilliant job choosing a great mix of classic plays, adventurous theatre, little 

known plays, comedy, musical theatre and large scale productions.  

In this issue, as well as the details of our upcoming productions, there’s lots of interesting stuff, including 

details of some of the other shows and things our members get up to outside of Kelvin!  

Geoff Collard  (Editor). 
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From the Green Keyboard of the 

Chair’s Desk 

Hello and welcome!  

Well, let that be a lesson to you!! If you didn’t manage to get to see The Vagina Monologues by Eve Ensler be-

cause it was totally sold out, perhaps in future you’ll “Book Early” as my old boss, Fred Pontin used to say. To be 

fair, I don’t blame you. I can’t remember a production (especially a two-week run) that has been so totally sold out 

so early. And what a fab production it was. It was heart-warming to see a cast and crew so well in tune, embedded 

and synchronised, a point that was recognised in the Rose Bowl adjudication, and all down to Rachel Fleming’s 

rehearsal process (which as far as I can see didn’t involve much actual rehearsing – just having fun!) 

However, lessons should be learned. Book your tickets NOW for Sam Grayston’s production of Knowledge and a 

Girl by Howard Barker. If you’ve seen the trailer on social media, you’ll know how dark this is going to be. If you 

haven’t, be warned! This ain’t no Disney Snow White. I’m too frightened to go along to rehearsals but I know the 

set, by Bronwen Grover, is stark and chilling. 

Jacqs has started rehearsing for Anne Boleyn by Howard Brenton which, in case you’d missed it, is to run at The 

Tobacco Factory Theatres 10th to 14th July. (More inside) 

Coming up: 

9th to 13th October, Mat Rees is Directing The Effect by Lucy Prebble. Mat’s already on the hunt for a team so 

now’s the opportunity to get involved, even if you’re planning on auditioning, there’s no harm in getting a foot in 

the door early on. 

Finally another two-week production. 5th - 8th & 12th - 15th December – Going Postal by Terry Pratchett and Ste-

phen Briggs directed by Tim Whitten. I anticipate that this may be an immersive, great fun, large cast production. 

Again if you’re interested in being involved, Book Early! 

That brings us to next year. What’s coming up is up to you. The deadline for submitting plays to the APC (Artistic 

Programme Committee) is 1st May 2018. Fran will explain more inside about how you go about it (or you can look 

on the members’ website kelvin-members.co.uk/apc) 

Thanks for all your patience during the building of the new Wesley Road extension which was open to the public 

for the first time for The Vagina Monologues, and very well received by many. I am personally making a big thea-

tre curtain to privatise the Harrison Room (front bar), which I will hopefully install before Knowledge and a Girl 

but, in reality, who knows? 

Don’t forget (all those of you who frequent the interweb) that there’s loads of stuff coming up all the time on the 

Members’ website* www.kelvin-members.co.uk and on facebook members’ group, and twitter @kelvinplayers. 

Get involved, get busy, get happy!  

Jonny Wilkinson  

Chair 

  

chair@kelvinplayers.co.uk 

http://www.kelvin-members.co.uk
mailto:chair@kelvinplayers.co.uk
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Mirror, mirror on the wall, is this the fairest Kelvin play of all? 

Think you know Snow White? Think again.  

Not long now until Howard Barker’s dark fairytale, Knowledge and a Girl (The Snow White Case) comes 
to our Studio Theatre in April. An intriguing twist on a familiar tale, it looks at the Snow White story 

through the eyes of the wicked Queen; a childless melancholic whose pain is 
sufficient justification for her cruelty. 

All the familiar characters are there: Snow White, the wicked Queen, a magic 
mirror, Prince Charming, but they are presented in a whole new light. There 
are also some new characters, such as Snow White’s father, the King, who, 
together with the Queen, provide a fascinating study of marital sexuality.                                           

So if you’re the kind of person who loves to look at familiar stories from a 
different point of view, or enjoys the idea of a dark fairytale, then this is the 
production for you!  

This is a fascinating, punchy script with extraordinary characters and a fabu-
lous cast. Everyone’s worked extraordinarily hard to bring you a production 
that will send chills down your spine for all the right reasons and some of the 
wrong reasons. While you might not know the play, you certainly know the 

story - well, a version of it! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

As members, you all know how great it feels when the auditorium is packed out in support of your friends 
and fellow members, so please do book your tickets now! 

 

 At times hilarious, at times cruel, this is a fairytale like no other. We’re not sure who will live happily ever 
after… 

 

Knowledge and a Girl (The Snow White Case) will be performed 24th – 28th April 2018 at 7.30pm at Kel-
vin Players Studio Theatre at 253b Gloucester Road, Bristol. Tickets are £12 (£10 members), available 
from www.kelvinplayers.co.uk Or call our box office on 0117 924 0899.           Contains adult themes. 
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Anne Boleyn, Howard Brenton 
Tobacco Factory Theatre 

Tuesday 10 - Saturday 14 July (inc Sat matinee) 

”To furnish forth our fate 

On some unhaunted isle 

Where harmless robin dwells with gentle thrush 

Happy we obscure from all society 

From lave and hate and worldly foes 

In contemplation spending all our days 

And loving ways to make us merry” 

We, that is Jacqs, Robin and Teri, are deep “in contemplation, spending 
all our days” on ways to make Kelvin merry for the Club’s 250th  

Production, Anne Boleyn. Contracts scrutinised and budgets debated, 
preparations are well underway to bring this wonderful play to the  

Tobacco Factory stage in July. and we’re looking forward to sharing the 
excitement with you at the launch and read through events. 

The script, audition dates, audition pieces and a very draft rehearsal 
schedule are all available on the Anne Boleyn page of the Members’ 

website. 

There are so many wonderful opportunities for 
members to become involved in this  

production: cast of 28, ‘live’ band, singing and 
dancing, recreating pivotal  historical events, 

gorgeous costumes, mask making, professional 
theatre, new audiences, 250th production, gala 

events … the gifts keep on coming.  
What a fantastic opportunity to showcase our  

super-talented Club. 

Good Luck to everyone for the 
auditions and technical pitches. 

Can’t wait to start working on the 
play with you all … we’ve got 

some exciting rehearsals ahead. 

Please check the members’  
pages on our website for more  

information about audition pieces 
and the structure of the play. 

 
(Don’t lose your heads with  

excitement!) 
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Some of your Kelvin friends are appearing elsewhere very soon in : 

 

VENUS & ADONIS   and HIGH SOCIETY 

This week (yes, this week!) from 3rd — 7th April (8pm), you have an opportunity to sup-
port our Kelvin actors Fiona McClure, Nathan Richards and Paul Richards in the accom-
plished Act V Theatre company’s production of Venus & Adonis 
at the Alma Tavern Pub Theatre, Alma Road, Clifton (just off 
Whiteladies Road). Hopefully you will all have seen Fiona, Nathan 
and Paul appearing together in Kelvin’s production of The Beaux’ 
Stratagem last spring……..! 

Here, in Venus & Adonis, the company take Shakespeare’s poetic 
adaptation of Ovid’s    poem, and transpose it into the intimacy of 
the Alma Tavern studio theatre. As those of you who have been 
there will know, the Alma is a superb venue for intimate theatre. 

This is “One of Shakespeare’s earliest and best-selling publica-
tions, the poem of Venus and Adonis is an incredibly sensual re-
telling of Ovid’s poem that adds twists and turns to the ancient 
tale.  In Shakespeare’s version, Venus is a lusty seductress, un-
used to having her will declined and her love unrequited.  Adonis, 
a beautiful young mortal man, would rather go hunting, and while 
he almost succumbs to her godly guiles, manages to keep her at bay“  

For booking: http://www.almatavernandtheatre.co.uk/theatre/what-s-on 

 

Also, at the beginning of May, you have a rare opportunity to see the wonderful musical 
High Society featuring our very own Phil Joyner as “Uncle Willie”.  

High Society is a musical comedy with a book by Arthur Kopit and music and lyrics 
by Cole Porter. Some updated or new lyrics were provided by Susan Birkenhead. The musi-
cal is based on Philip Barry's 1939 stage comedy The Philadelphia Story and the subse-
quent 1956 musical film adaptation, High Society, which features Cole Porter's songs. The 
musical includes most of the music featured in the film, along with several songs selected 
from other Porter musicals. It premiered on Broadway in 1998 and has since been re-
vived. Another musical adaptation of the story had opened in London in 1987 with a differ-
ent book by Richard Eyre. It is the Broadway 1998 version that will be performed at the 
Redgrave Theatre by Bristol Musical Theatre. 

The plot centres on a pretentious Oyster Bay socialite who is planning to wed an equally 
pretentious executive when her ex-husband arrives to disrupt the proceedings. Further 
complicated by the arrival of two reporters who plan to do an expose’ of their decadent 
lifestyle, inevitably matters do not proceed as planned.  

This promises to be an excellent show performed by a very talented company and in my 
opinion is far superior to the rather lacklustre film.  

Redgrave Theatre, Clifton 2nd – 5th May. 

  
 

 
 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Musical_theatre
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arthur_Kopit
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cole_Porter
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Susan_Birkenhead
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Philip_Barry
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Philadelphia_Story_(play)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/High_Society_(1956_film)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Broadway_theatre
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Richard_Eyre
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The Spider Glass  by Craig Malpass 

Back in 2009, Kelvin inspired me to write my first one act play, The Chicken Shed Reunited, directing it as 

a rehearsed reading. I’m grateful to Richard Jones and the company as the play was performed as part 

of the Kelvin season in 2011.  

Chicken Shed explored how childhood trauma, in this case school bullying, could affect us as adults. Kel-

vin enabled me to face a few of my own demons head on, and hopefully help others in doing so with my 

writing. Through my own emotional process I can see this topic only scratched the surface…. 

The Spider Glass 

I’m taking my new one man show confronting masculinity to the 2018 Edinburgh Fringe. In The Spider 

Glass, we follow James and the subtle yet toxic messages he has inherited as a man which, despite him 

being ‘a nice guy’, have led him to see and relate to the world in an unwholesome way: he has an un-

consciously destructive view of women and romantic relationships, he can’t connect with other men in 

a healthy manner, and, in the culture of #MeToo, sits with an overwhelming sense of shame - challeng-

ing the ‘nice guy’ view that he and others have invested in. 

 

I believe storytelling is the best tool we have to make personal and social change; masculinity is the big 

issue, in my view. I believe masculinity needs to be understood in order for feminism to continue 

achieving its continued leaps toward equality. I believe audiences, whatever gender, can step away 

from this show feeling a sense of agency – that they can investigate the masculine messages in their 

own lives to embrace vulnerability and to release themselves and loved ones of this sense of shame.  

Help needed 

Just as I had help with my first play, I’m calling on my beloved Kelvin for some help now, when I’m 

putting myself in a very vulnerable position of writing and performing in this show with little funding. 

I’m planning a 2-3 night preview in Bristol ahead of the festival in August, so may be calling for a few 

hands to help me on deck soon. Feel free to contact me at info@craigmalpass.co.uk.  

In the meantime, you can help by visiting my company’s website, the-big-i-am.org to discover more. 

Watch the video about the show on the show’s page and share the crowdfunding Kickstarter crowd-

funding campaign, giving if you are able – thank you so much to those who have already given. 

You’d be helping me help others to make even the smallest change in the world. Thank you! 

Craig Malpass 

Facebook: search The Big I Am 

Twitter: @the_big_i_am 

mailto:info@craigmalpass.co.uk
https://the-big-i-am.org
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Friends with Benefits 
Listen! It’s time we boosted our supporter base. You’ll remember for the last couple of years I’ve been banging on 

about updating our offering to our Patrons (now to be called “Friends of Kelvin”). 

Teri Mohiuddin very kindly offered to research what other drama/musical companies in the area and beyond offer 

their Patrons in return for regular financial support. She’s prepared a fab and comprehensive report which sets out 

ideas for going forward with the proposal. 

However, whilst Teri is happy to have been able to do the research, she’s not prepared to be the Friend’s Secretary/

Co-Ordinator. Fair enough, play to your strengths! 

I’m looking for someone to take on the role to look after our Friends. It could be ‘Secretary’, or ‘Co-ordinator’ 

‘Promoter’ or Friends’ “Ninja” (choose your title).  

The role will involve promoting the Kelvin Players to the public through mailshots, social media etc to secure a finan-

cial contribution to club funds in return for certain benefits, which may include, for example:  

half-price tickets  

free programme & free drink  

priority/advance booking  

Include Friends names and list of benefits in programme  

Produce a ‘Kelvin Players Friend’ membership card 

Reinstate annual dinner, with entertainment  

Introduce summer play reading (i.e. aloud!) picnic  

Introduce Christmas carols singing 

Friends section in Jester 

Chair’s Friends’ email 

Introduce ‘Meet the Director’ lunches 

Offer chance to learn acting or stage craft/technical tips from members 

Invite to attend select rehearsals and special events 

If you think this might be fun, let me know and I’ll share Teri’s report. Let’s get this thing moving. 

Cheers 

Jonny Wilkinson 

Best Production Trophies  

Whilst polishing up the trophies for the unofficial opening of the foyer extension during the recent show I 
noticed that a few more modern ones are not on display.  

The Kelvin policy on trophies is that anything won on a personal level; i,e. Best Actor/Actress, costume 
etc. can remain in the possession of that individual. However a Best Production Award relates to everyone 
involved, director, cast and crew, and is therefore a club award that should eventually be on show in the 
Kelvin cabinet.  

I can count at least seven trophies which it is hoped, will end up on display at the Studios ahead of our 
90th year in 2019. And if anyone with any personal awards in their possession chooses to deposit these on 
permanent loan they can do so.  

Please contact me to make arrangements to deposit these with Kelvin.  

Richard Jones 

Kelvin Archivist 

richden@btinternet.com 

mailto:richden@btinternet.com
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Rehearsed Readings 
 

Well the 2018 rehearsed reading ("RR") season is now underway, with the first RR of the year thoroughly 
and successfully in the can. All the remaining dates for the whole year are listed below - including a slight 
change of the November date, which has been brought forward (that is, earlier) by a week, meaning it is 
now on 10th November (but this is ages away yet, eh?). Up and coming soon: 
 

14th April

Adam Church directs “The Goat” by Edward Albee 

Tessa Garrett directs “The Father” by Florian Zeller 

  

12th May 

Martha Graham directs “Road” by Jim Cartwright 

Simon Shorrock directs “Woyzeck” by Georg Buchner 

  

9th June 

Peter Spence directs “Horace & Pete” by Louis C K 

Ralf Togneri directs “A Streetcar Named Desire” by Tennessee Williams 

  

All are Saturdays as ever, with doors and bar opening at 7pm for a 7:30pm ‘curtain-up’ of the perfor-

mances. Come one, come all - hang out and chat with fellow Kelvin members and friends, support your 

club and fellow members, and watch as they act and direct in a low-pressure but high-buzz friendly envi-

ronment. See y’all there, folks! 

 
Regarding the next launch on 30th June and the subsequent dates, fairly soon now I'll be contacting po-
tential directors for these slots - and sure I've got a few names on the list already, but it looks like I may 
well need a few more names to fill the whole season. So, the big question is - do YOU (yes, YOU) fancy 
directing a rehearsed reading? Of course you do! 
 
It's a very low-stakes and fairly low-pressure thing to do, but a wonderfully fun thing too - with a guaran-
teed supportive and friendly audience that won't be too dauntingly large. Go on, give it a go won't ya? 
Please contact me and get your name on the 'potential RR directors' list - or just catch me in person at 
the next RR on 14th April, and we can have a good old chat about it…..! 
 
Rick Procter 
RR Organiser 
07941 878 460 
rick.procter@icloud.com 
 
14th April 
12th May 
9th June 
30th June  –  Launch night for second half of the year 
8th September 
29th September 
20th October 
10th November 

mailto:rick.procter@icloud.com
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The Vagina Monologues     

by Eve Ensler 

 

               Director: Rachel Fleming 

     Production Manager: Annie Bethell 

 
The VDay website states that staging a production of the Vagina Monologues in 2018 is an "ARTISTIC UPRISING, a 
RADICAL ACT, an ACT OF RESISTANCE". I couldn't agree more and I would love to go back in time to rally our sisters 
and brothers who fought so bravely for political equality. 
 
It's been a few weeks now since the end of this epic show, our production of this groundbreaking piece of theatre. 
It feels like a record breaking achievement to me and I wanted to thank everyone involved for helping to create 
this stunning show.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
This was my first time directing a big grown up show for Kelvin and my highlights look a bit like this: 
 
Eating chips in our cafe 
Watching Tessa's monologue with a 3 month old baby girl and her mum 
Crying at every single performance  
Watching the audience watch the play  
Shouting out the C word very loudly 
Reading our amazing Rose Bowl adjudication  
Spending time with the glorious cast three times a week 
 
With a bit of hindsight under my belt I would absolutely do it all again but maybe for three weeks this time!!! 
 
Remember to book your tickets for KAAG. Don't get caught out. 
 
Rachel  
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A Note on a Deadline from the Artistic Programme Committee  

Some things are inevitable: death, taxes, the prospect of rain almost as soon as you hang your washing outside, 
and the deadline for Kelvin’s 2019 season. Yes, I’m afraid so – it’s that time of year again when your friendly neigh-
bourhood Artistic Director (i.e. me) shoves a gentle reminder under your nose about the deadline for Kelvin’s 2019 
season. Have I mentioned yet that the deadline for Kelvin’s 2019 season is coming up? No? Well, I probably should:   

The deadline for Kelvin’s 2019 season is 1st May! 

If you are a director and would like to direct a play in Kelvin’s 2019 season, you need to submit a proposal form and 
a copy of the play (preferably online) to me by 1st May.  

You may submit anything you like, however bear in mind the club’s facilities and capabilities (so maybe not Star-
light Express – dammit), and don’t forget your submission will be subject to the highest scrutiny by my team of 
dangerously skilled Kelvinfolk: the Artistic Programming Committee. Full details of the submission criteria and pro-
cess are available on the members’ website.  

Kelvin’s Greatest Hits 

What is this ‘Kelvin’s Greatest Hits’ you speak of?  

Good question. It’s simply the name I’ve given to the fourteen plays the APC have selected from Kelvin’s extensive back cata-

logue, in the hope that directors will propose them for inclusion in our 2019 season, which is Kelvin’s 90th birthday.  

Oh! I see. Very catchy. So, you want the whole 2019 season to be from the back catalogue?  

Nope. But at least one would be fantastic – we thought it would be a great way to commemorate ninety years of Kelvin – and 

if we get five amazing proposals, then who knows? But we’re hoping for one or two.  

All right then. What if I want to submit a play that is from the back catalogue, but not one of the fourteen you’ve chosen?  

That’s fine. Please do.  

And what if I want to submit a play that isn’t on the list at all?  

Please submit ANY PLAY you like. The APC would love to hear from you.  

Cool. I know you’ve already revealed the fourteen plays, but could you just list them again?  

No problem. They are:  

The Private Secretary by Charles Hawtrey 

Rookery Nook by Ben Travers 

When We Are Married by JB Priestley  

The Heiress by Ruth and Augustus Goetz  

The Love of Four Colonels by Peter Ustinov 

Under Milk Wood by Dylan Thomas  

Billy Liar by Keith Waterhouse 

The Odd Couple by Neil Simon  

The Accrington Pals by Peter Whelan  

A Chorus of Disapproval by Alan Ayckbourn  

Road by Jim Cartwright 

Cause Celebre by Terence Rattigan  

Lags by Ron Hutchinson 

Top Girls by Caryl Churchill  

That’s quite a mix! How can I read them all? 

There’s something for everyone. And they’re all available to read on the members’ website. If you’d prefer a hard copy, most 

are stocked in Kelvin’s library (in the Morris Room).           Fran Lewis   artisticdirector@kelvinplayers.co.uk  

                                                      

Thank you for reading!     The APC are:  

                    Alex Needham 

                                      Alice Chadwick  

   Angela Markham 

                              Mike Luckett 

     Tessa Garrett   

                   Simon Shorrock    

mailto:artisticdirector@kelvinplayers.co.uk
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*New and Returning Members*!         

 

Rachel Cox 

We welcome Rachel who has been a Kelvin widow for 10 years, being the partner of Mat Rees. She has come to the 

conclusion that if you can’t beat them you might as well join them. She will bring enthusiasm and creativity with 

her to Kelvin. She is a First Aider being a qualified midwife. Although to my knowledge we haven’t had any babies 

born on the premises yet, if a popular Sunday evening television series is anything to go by, this could happen at 

any time……! 

 

Joe Chadney 

We welcome back Joe who was a member a couple of years ago and enjoyed it so much he couldn’t stay away. Joe 

has a wide range of experience, including acting his skills cover set design and construction, props management, 

lighting and sound operation. He is willing to help in any way possible. 

 

Lucy Black 

Lucy came to see “A View from the Bridge” last year, was impressed with the quality of the production and decided 

to join with some prompting from her friend Jo Richmond Coggan. Lucy also has plenty of all round experience. She 

produced “Entertaining Mr Sloane” for C.A.D.S. She can sing and dance, has worked on props, costumes, set design 

and box office. Acting roles include Alison in The Off White Horse and 1st witch in Macbeth. 

 

Ellie Markwick 

Ellie loves to perform but hasn’t done so for some time. In 2014, she and her friends put together a company that 

performed a Joe Orton play very successfully at The Brighton Fringe Festival. Her experience includes directing and 

producing. She has a degree in film and television making and if anything needs to be filmed, edited or photo-

graphed she can help: she even has her own equipment. She says she can bring a lot to the table in terms of dedica-

tion and passion and we are delighted to have her with us. 

 

Conor Byrne 

Conor has always loved acting and performing – he studied theatre at sixth form, and a portion of his degree was 

devoted to theatre, storytelling and performance art. He has experience as a performer, but also backstage. He has 

written for the stage, which is the area he would most like to pursue currently. He will bring to Kelvin enthusiasm, 

versatility and passion for the creative arts.  

 

Eleanor Hope-Jones 

Eleanor is a keen actor, writer and director with a first class degree in drama. She is a member of The National 

Youth Theatre and has directed for productions at the Edinburgh Festival Fringe including her own writing. Eleanor 

has just completed a Young Producers scheme at the Tobacco Factory and intends to go on to take a Master’s de-

gree at drama school next year. She has technical skills and experience too, so the contribution she can make to our 

productions will be very valuable indeed. 
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Your DIARY DATES at a glance  

(all events at the Studio unless otherwise stated) 

April 

14th Saturday 7pm.  Rehearsed Readings  -  The Goat and The Father 

24th Tuesday – 28th Saturday.  Knowledge and a Girl run. Doors open at 7pm. 

 

May 

1st.  Deadline for potential directors’ submissions for Kelvin’s 2019 season to the APC (Artistic Programme 

Committee)  

12th Saturday 7pm. Rehearsed Readings  -  Road and  Woyzeck 

 

June 

9th  Saturday 7pm.  Rehearsed Readings  -  Horace & Pete and  A Streetcar Named Desire 

30th Saturday   Rehearsed Readings  Launch Night (second half of the year) 


